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Graph Algorithms
for low resolution model of large protein assemblies

Graph Problems. Let H be a hypergraph with V (H) its set
of vertices and E(H) its set of hyperedges. The Minimum Connec-
tivity Inference (MCI) problem consists in finding a smallest set
of edges E satisfying the following constraints: the set of nodes
of every hyperedge of H must induce a connected subgraph in
G = (V (H), E). For example, the top figure represents the four
hyperedges of an instance and the bottom figure describes an op-
timal solution composed of seven edges: every hyperedge induces
a connected subgraph. This problem is motivated by a problem in
bioinformatics, see Context below.

Research programme. The aim of this internship is to develop
algorithms for some generalized versions of MCI handling combina-
torial constraints reflecting biophysical properties (bounded max-
imum degree, constraints on the diameter, ...). For each variant
of the problem, the first aim is to determine the complexity of the
problem (polynomial-time solvable, NP-hard).
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In (the very likely) case the problem is NP-hard, the goal is then to develop efficient approx-
imation algorithms or to prove that this problem is hard to approximate (APX-hard). We
also plan to develop parameterized algorithms and/or moderately exponential algorithms.
The same study for different instance classes is also planned in order to obtain faster and/or
more accurate algorithms for specific problems (e.g. by integrating biophysical assumptions).

Context. A macromolecular assembly is composed of subunits (e.g. proteins). We assume
that the composition, in terms of individual subunits, of selected complexes of the assembly
is known.Indeed, a given assembly can be chemically split into complexes by manipulating
chemical conditions. A node represents a subunit and there is an edge between two nodes if
the two corresponding subunits are in contact in the assembly. The hypergraph represents
the different selected complexes. The MCI problem consists in finding a smallest set of
contacts satisfying some the connectivity constraints on complexes.

Background. Theoretical computer science and/or bioinformatics and/or applied maths.

Misc. Ideally, the MSc will be followed-up by a PhD thesis. Based on the results for
inference problems, we will then develop novel methods to design atomic resolution models
of molecular assemblies.
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